In Summary:

complete cooperation is requested, expected and appreciated.

On that note, would you please be so kind as to provide your bonafides you understand.

There is so much fraud committed in everyday transactions we must all paid for services rendered by the public trust.

As you can see by the corporate designations below, both entities are payment is being issued to the order of: Jacob J Lew and the Depart-

ors pretending to be agents of the IRS misrepresent their identity in Since the IRS website itself warns of scams where criminal imperson-

ators. And thank you for recognizing additional expense evasion were noted. And thank you for recognizing additional expense

conducted.

the amended 2013 tax return brought about as a result of the audit you been using is the 1040NR.

imposed by American Nationals---resident aliens—and not subject to have our in-

since we do not reside in a jurisdiction controlled by Washington,

began filing form 1040 to settle our tax obligation at the end of each during the period we first entered the workforce, both my wife and I

rate fictions to which you have addressed this matter.

Conclusion of 2013 Tax Audit

this document is publicly published and presented at the following link: https://www.irs.gov/uac/newsroom/irs-warns-of-continued-scams-and-var-

IRS Warns of Continued Scams, Varied Tactics as the Tax Deadline Nears

"We've seen continuing activity in these scams throughout the filing sea-

riety of phone scams and phishing emails. That scammers may try using the April 18 tax deadline to prey on hard-

"The identity of IRS employees in our Compliance, Customer Service and

There were reports of the IRS employees asking for a bank account or credit

sworn trustees of the public trust? institution, run by public officers, who are

function as a public

for a corporation with its structure and oblig-
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